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The following sets forth the policies and practices of WECT-TV, Wilmington, NC. regarding the sale of time to candidates for 

public office. 

 

I. APPLICABILITY (Availability Limited to “Uses.”) 

 

The Station sells political advertising time for “uses” by legally qualified candidates for public office.  These policies are 

not applicable to purchases by candidates or others for non-“uses” (e.g., where the candidate’s voice or picture does not 

appear), to purchases by political action committees, political parties that are not authorized by the candidate, to third party 

endorsements, or to purchases for issue advertising or advertising directed at ballot propositions.   

 

II. ACCESS 
 

All legally qualified federal candidates are entitled to reasonable access to the Station’s facilities for the purchase of time during 

the forty-five (45) days preceding a Primary Election, and the sixty (60) days preceding the General Election. While the Station 

retains the ultimate discretion to determine the amount and location of time sold to meet the needs of federal candidates, the 

Station will consider any such requests for time and will make reasonable accommodations with respect to such requests in 

light of all relevant circumstances applicable to the candidate and the Station. Political announcements and programs will be 

aired up to 4:57 p.m. on Primary Election Day and General Election Day. 

Primary Election Window: Saturday March 22, 2014 – Tuesday May 6, 2014 

General Election Window: Friday September 5, 2014 – Tuesday November 4, 2014 

Legally qualified federal candidates may purchase advertising in all available programming, from all classes of time, as set 

forth on the attached rate card.  WECT-TV will accept political advertising within and adjacent to its regularly scheduled news 

programming; however, news sponsorships are not available to any political candidate. 

  

III.  CLASSES OF TIME FOR WECT  

 

Non-Preemptible - This class of time is guaranteed to clear and run (barring technical difficulty or unanticipated 

program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as specified by the advertiser and 

scheduled at the discretion of the Station. Because the Station has a limited number of commercial avails, even "non-

preemptible" time may be sold out.  In this case, the Station will endeavor to locate a comparable area for placement of a 

candidate's time. This class of time may not be preempted and is the Station’s most expensive class of time. In the event of a 

technical error, make-goods are guaranteed in comparable programming. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 

seconds in length are pre-emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) 

Immediately Preemptible with Notice 2 - This class of time is very likely to clear and run (barring technical 

difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as 

specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with Notice 2 is subject to 

preemption, with advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible time. These spots may be preempted in favor of 

other advertisements upon 2 days (48 hours) notice to the advertiser. When this occurs, the Station will attempt to make good 

the spot within an advertiser’s flight, in the same time period; and in the event the program is not available, a similar value 

(rated) commercial announcement is offered if available.  We believe, in our best good faith assessment, that advertisements 

purchased at this rate level have a 75% or better chance of airing.  These spots must be purchased more than 72 hours before 

they are to air. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are preemptible for 30-second or longer length 

commercial announcements within each class.) 

Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 - This class of time is somewhat likely to clear and run (barring technical 

difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as 

specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 is subject to 

preemption, with advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible time and Immediately Preemptible with Notice 

2. These spots may be preempted in favor of other advertisements upon 1 days (24 hours) notice to the advertiser. When this 

occurs, the Station will attempt to make good the spot within an advertiser’s flight, in the same time period; and in the event the 

program is not available, a similar value (rated) commercial announcement is offered if available.  We believe, in our best good 

faith assessment, that advertisements purchased at this rate level have a 50% or better chance of airing.  These spots must be 

purchased more than 24 hours before they are to air. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-

emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) 
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Immediately Preemptible with No Notice - This class of time is 25% likely to clear in the stations’ best faith 

estimate (barring technical difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time 

period, daypart or day as specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with No 

Notice is subject to preemption, with no advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible, Immediately 

Preemptible with Notice 2 and Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 classes of time. These spots can be preempted in favor 

of other advertisements with no guarantee of advance notice to the advertiser.  We believe, in our best good faith assessment, 

that advertisements purchased at this rate level have a less than 25% chance of airing.(Station policy is that commercials of 10 

or 15 seconds in length are pre-emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.)  Make-

good spots are attempted in like programs or programs with similar rating values although frequently make-goods are carried 

over day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, and quarter-to-quarter, at the Station’s discretion with advertiser approval. 

Few retail-oriented accounts, i.e., accounts with deadlines, special promotions, or perishable commodities—buy this time class, 

due to the high percentage of preemption with limited immediate make-good opportunity. 

Run of Schedule (ROS): Spots in this class of time include program specific commercials and Run of Station 

commercials (ROS) Such spots are immediately pre-emptible, without notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Pre-emptible, 

Preemptible with Notice 2, Preemptible with Notice 1 and Immediately Preemptible with No Notice classes of time. Make-good 

spots are attempted in like programs or programs with similar rating values although frequently make-goods are carried over 

day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, and quarter-to-quarter, at the Station’s discretion with advertiser approval. Few 

retail-oriented accounts, i.e., accounts with deadlines, special promotions, or perishable commodities—buy this time class, due 

to the high percentage of preemption with limited immediate make-good opportunity. A listing of sample ROS rotations is 

listed under section XI of this disclosure.  

 

Direct Response: This class of time is traditionally used by advertisers that sell a tangible product during a 

commercial of  30, 60 or 90 seconds in length and use telemarketing services (800 numbers) to receive orders and fill these 

orders through U.S. Mail, UPS, or overnight delivery services. Direct response rates are listed on the Station rate card and are 

sold in 30, 60- and 90-second blocks.  WECT does not accept 120 second DR advertisements.  Direct response commercials are 

immediately pre-emptible without notice, and make-goods are seldom booked. D.R. rates are not likely to clear or run and 

are frequently scheduled as fill-in commercials where Station inventory permits in limited restricted time periods as follows: 

 

5 a.m. to 7 a.m. M-F   

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.   M-F 

4 p.m. to 8 p.m. M-F  

11:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. M-Sun  

12 p.m to 8 p.m. Sat/Sun  

 

Bona fide political advertisers may design and purchase a package for any spot or group of spots under any class or multiples of 

classes.  Each spot within each class will be treated the same as the Station’s most favored commercial advertiser with regard to 

pre-emptability and make-good opportunities. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-emptible 

for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) Candidates can request any Program Specific 

commercials, ROS packages and rotations and the Station will advise the candidate at the time of booking what percentage is 

likely to clear and run.    

 

IV.  CLASSES OF TIME FOR 6.2 BOUNCE-TV (DIGITAL CHANNEL)  

 

Non-Preemptible - This class of time is guaranteed to clear and run (barring technical difficulty or unanticipated 

program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as specified by the advertiser and 

scheduled at the discretion of the Station. Because the Station has a limited number of commercial avails, even "non-

preemptible" time may be sold out.  In this case, the Station will endeavor to locate a comparable area for placement of a 

candidate's time. This class of time may not be preempted and is the Station’s most expensive class of time. In the event of a 

technical error, make-goods are guaranteed in comparable programming. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 

seconds in length are pre-emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) 

Immediately Preemptible with Notice 2 - This class of time is very likely to clear and run (barring technical 

difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as 

specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with Notice 2 is subject to 

preemption, with advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible time. These spots may be preempted in favor of 

other advertisements upon 2 days (48 hours) notice to the advertiser. When this occurs, the Station will attempt to make good 

the spot within an advertiser’s flight, in the same time period; and in the event the program is not available, a similar value 
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(rated) commercial announcement is offered if available.  We believe, in our best good faith assessment, that advertisements 

purchased at this rate level have a 95% or better chance of airing.  These spots must be purchased more than 72 hours before 

they are to air. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are preemptible for 30-second or longer length 

commercial announcements within each class.) 

Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 - This class of time is 75% likely to clear and run (barring technical 

difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time period, daypart or day as 

specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 is subject to 

preemption, with advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible time and Immediately Preemptible with Notice 

2. These spots may be preempted in favor of other advertisements upon 1 days (24 hours) notice to the advertiser. When this 

occurs, the Station will attempt to make good the spot within an advertiser’s flight, in the same time period; and in the event the 

program is not available, a similar value (rated) commercial announcement is offered if available.  We believe, in our best good 

faith assessment, that advertisements purchased at this rate level have an  85% or better chance of airing.  These spots must be 

purchased more than 24 hours before they are to air. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-

emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) 

Immediately Preemptible with No Notice - This class of time is 40% likely to clear in the stations’ best faith 

estimate (barring technical difficulty or unanticipated program change) in or adjacent to the specific program ordered, time 

period, daypart or day as specified by the advertiser and scheduled at the Station’s discretion. Immediately Preemptible with No 

Notice is subject to preemption, with no advance notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Preemptible, Immediately 

Preemptible with Notice 2 and Immediately Preemptible with Notice 1 classes of time. These spots can be preempted in favor 

of other advertisements with no guarantee of advance notice to the advertiser.  We believe, in our best good faith assessment, 

that advertisements purchased at this rate level may have a less than 75% chance of airing.(Station policy is that commercials of 

10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-emptible for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.)  

Make-good spots are attempted in like programs or programs with similar rating values although frequently make-goods are 

carried over day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, and quarter-to-quarter, at the Station’s discretion with advertiser 

approval. Few retail-oriented accounts, i.e., accounts with deadlines, special promotions, or perishable commodities—buy this 

time class, due to the high percentage of preemption with limited immediate make-good opportunity. 

Run of Schedule (ROS): Spots in this class of time include program specific commercials and Run of Station 

commercials (ROS) Such spots are immediately pre-emptible, without notice, by an advertiser purchasing Non-Pre-emptible, 

Preemptible with Notice 2, Preemptible with Notice 1 and Immediately Preemptible with No Notice classes of time. Make-good 

spots are attempted in like programs or programs with similar rating values although frequently make-goods are carried over 

day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month, and quarter-to-quarter, at the Station’s discretion with advertiser approval. Few 

retail-oriented accounts, i.e., accounts with deadlines, special promotions, or perishable commodities—buy this time class, due 

to the high percentage of preemption with limited immediate make-good opportunity. A listing of sample ROS rotations is 

listed under section XI of this disclosure.  

 

Direct Response: This class of time is traditionally used by advertisers that sell a tangible product during a 

commercial of 30, 60, 90, or 120 (WECTPlus only) seconds in length and use telemarketing services (800 numbers) to receive 

orders and fill these orders through U.S. Mail, UPS, or overnight delivery services. Direct response rates are listed on the 

Station rate card and are sold in 30, 60, 90, and 120 (WECTPlus only) second blocks.  Direct response commercials are 

immediately pre-emptible without notice, and make-goods are seldom booked. D.R. rates are not likely to clear or run and 

are frequently scheduled as fill-in commercials where Station inventory permits in limited restricted time periods as follows: 

 

6 a.m. to 11 a.m. M-Sun   

11 a.m. to 6 p.m.  M-Sun 

6 p.m. to 1 a.m. M-Sun  

1 a.m. to 6 a.m.    M-Sun  

 

Bona fide political advertisers may design and purchase a package for any spot or group of spots under any class or multiples of 

classes.  Each spot within each class will be treated the same as the Station’s most favored commercial advertiser with regard to 

pre-emptability and make-good opportunities. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-emptible 

for 30-second or longer length commercial announcements within each class.) Candidates can request any Program Specific 

commercials, ROS packages and rotations and the Station will advise the candidate at the time of booking what percentage is 

likely to clear and run.      
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V. RATES 

 

The Station will offer every class of time at the lowest unit rate to legally qualified political candidates during the 45 days 

before a primary election or 60 days before a general election.  The Station will adjust rates in accordance with ordinary 

business practices, and lowest unit rates may change on a weekly basis, in keeping with our standard practice.  During periods 

of high demand, clearance probability may change and increases in preemptions may occur.  

 

Federal election law provides that a federal candidate is only eligible for the Station’s lowest unit rate if the candidate provides 

“written certification” to the Station that the candidate and the candidate’s authorized committee “shall not make any direct 

reference to another candidate for the same office” in a spot unless that spot complies with expanded sponsorship identification 

requirements. Note that this requirement applies to any “reference” to another candidate — not necessarily an attack or a 

negative reference.  In addition to supplying certification — which should be made with every purchase of political advertising 

that would be entitled to lowest unit charge — the federal candidate must actually comply with the certification.  If a 

candidate’s sponsored spot airs on the Station and refers to an opposing candidate without including the enhanced sponsorship 

identification, that candidate is not entitled to the Station’s lowest unit rate for that spot or for any spot run from that day 

through the relevant election window. 

To satisfy the enhanced sponsorship identification requirements, the beginning and the end of the spot must contain both a 

clearly identifiable photographic or similar image of the candidate and a clearly readable printed statement that identifies the 

candidate and states that the candidate has approved the spot and that the candidate’s authorized committee paid for the spot. 

 

a) Candidates should note that the Station’s pre-emptible rates fluctuate on a daily basis and that the 

Station’s lowest unit rate charge for pre-emptible classes in various time periods is determined on a 

weekly basis in light of spots actually cleared that week.  Quoted rates from availability requests are for 

30-second ads.  Rates for other lengths of spots will be quoted upon request. 

 

b) Each separate class of time or program is offered to candidates at its lowest unit charge, that is, the lowest rate 

of the particular class of time ordered by the candidate for the time-period when the spot is broadcast.  As to 

each class of pre-emptible time, the Station will provide its best, good-faith estimate of the prevailing rate and 

the likelihood of clearance at the time a specific request is made.  

 

c) The Station’s currently projected 30-second rates are listed on the attached rate card. Rotations are listed 

herein under section XI of this disclosure statement. The projected 30-second rates listed on the rate 

card reflect all volume and other discount privileges available to commercial advertisers on the 

Station and provide a discount to political candidates in lieu of making ratings under delivery make 

goods available to them. 

 

d) All lengths of spots are available to all political candidates (:10's, :15's, :30's, and :60's).  Any deviations 

from the standard unit length (:30) are limited and subject to greater pre-emptibility based on time 

period; less than 2% of the Station’s inventory allows for natural :10's and/or :15's.  Ten (:10) second 

announcements are calculated at 55% of the :30 second rate; Fifteen (:15) second announcements and 

bookends (each) are calculated at 65% of the :30 second rate; Sixty (:60) second announcements are 

calculated at double (200%) the :30 second rate. Bookends are not guaranteed to air as the first and last 

placement in a pod based on demand of bookends at time of purchase. Thirty second (:30) separation will 

be guaranteed for bookends. All calculations for announcements other than :30's will be rounded to the 

nearest $5 increment.  

 

VI. AVAILABILITIES 

 

a) The Station will provide written availabilities to candidates in response to time requests.  At the time it provides 

availabilities, it will also provide its good-faith estimates, based on facts known at that time, of: 

 

1. the likelihood that the time of each requested class will clear in an advertiser’s requested time period; 

 

2. the lowest unit charge for the time of each requested class in the requested time period. 
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             b) All orders are subject to availability of the requested time.  Requests for time in particular periods will not be 

confirmed until availabilities have been cleared and spots have been scheduled.  The Station does not guarantee 

“product protection” to any advertiser.  Thus, where scheduling so dictates, candidates’ spots may be aired “back-

to-back” with their opponents’ spots. 

 

             c) Candidates purchasing commercials at the rates shown on the rate card will receive as much preemption 

protection as any commercial advertiser purchasing time of the same class. 

 

d) Legally qualified candidates may purchase time on the basis of any class set forth on the attached chart, 

subject to availability.  The base availability is a 30-second ad.  Ad time may be available in other lengths of 

10, 15, 60, 90 or 120 seconds, depending on the program format.  WECT time sales are based on 30-second 

units. (Station policy is that commercials of 10 or 15 seconds in length are pre-emptible for 30-second or 

longer length commercial announcements within each class.) Bookends are not guaranteed to air as the first 

and last placement in a pod based on demand of bookends at time of purchase. Thirty second (:30) separation 

will be guaranteed for bookends 

 

e) Candidates should be aware that unless a contrary result is required by law and subject to reasonable access 

requirements, orders for the purchase of time made after 12:00 Noon on the Thursday preceding Election Day 

may not be filled, due to lack of availability.  The earlier an order is placed, the greater the scheduling options 

will be. 

 

f) The Station will place all orders as to day and time, subject to availability.  Due to potential “equal 

opportunities” obligations for opposing candidates, certain time periods may be unavailable. 

 

g) Requests for program time will be considered on an individual basis. No promotional announcements (aside 

from a candidate’s separately purchased spot uses) will be scheduled to promote political programs. 

 

h) All rates quoted are good for a period of two (2) days or 48 hours from submission. 

 

i) Political advertising time will be accepted to air up to 4:57p.m. on Primary Election Day and General 

Election Day. 

 

VII. REBATES 

 

In the event that the Station sells advertising time during the prescribed “Pre-Election Period” prior to the primary or 

general election for a class of time in a particular time period at a rate which is lower than the rate charged a candidate 

for a qualified “use” (as defined above) of the same class of time in the same time period, the Station will afford the 

candidate the benefit of the lower rate by means of a rebate or a credit against future purchases, as determined by the 

candidate.  No adjustments will be made for purchases not subject to “lowest unit rate” requirements. The Station will 

review all rates on a bi-weekly basis and immediately afford candidates the option of taking a credit against future 

purchases or immediately refunding the difference. 

 

VIII. MAKE-GOODS 

 

Make-good rights in each class of time are described herein. If a candidate spot of any class other than ROS is preempted 

or fails to run as scheduled for technical or similar reasons, the Station will use its best efforts to offer the candidate a 

make-good to be broadcast before the election.  Make-goods will consist of one or more spots with an aggregate rating 

value comparable to that of the preempted spot.  In many cases, the offered make-goods will consist of a combination of 

spots in time periods other than that originally ordered.  If a candidate rejects the offered make-goods, the Station will 

provide credits or refunds for the preempted spots. 

 

Preempted ROS spots will be rescheduled and cleared when, as, and if further time is available within the flight dates 

specified by the advertiser.  If all ordered spots are not broadcast within the specified flight dates, the advertiser will receive 

a credit against future purchases or a cash rebate, at its option. 
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IX. PACKAGES 
 

Combinations of classes are available.  Each ad order will reflect the appropriate class of time for lowest unit charge 

calculation purposes.  Rates for each ad in the package will be allocated to each class by the Station and subject to the 

same preemption chances as the most favored commercial advertiser in the same class.  

 

X. VALUE-ADDED FEATURES 

 

During the course of the year and 45 days prior to the primary and 60 days prior to the general election, the Station has 

made available certain “value-added” elements in conjunction with air time, including but not limited to Billboards (3- 

to 5-second audio and/or video identified) and ad-supported public service sponsorships, as well as shared specific 

program promotion, combination print ads, non-broadcast event sponsorships or non-cash promotional incentives 

(such as a bonus to the advertiser if certain prospective advertising levels are reached). The Station will offer certain 

features of more than minimal value to any political advertiser on the same basis as the Station would offer such 

features to a most favored commercial advertiser, provided they do not suggest or imply a relationship or endorsement 

between the Station and the candidate. Moreover, billboards and program sponsorships are not offered to candidates.  

 

XI. ROTATIONS  
 

Ads may be purchased individually or in designated rotations among several designated days or time periods, as 

described.  The Station has in the past, and during the current political window, offered ROS rotations such as:  

     

 5 a.m. to 11 a.m.     

 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.  

 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

 5 p.m to 11:35 p.m.  

 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. 

 8 p.m. to 11:35 p.m. 

 11:35 p.m to 2 a.m. 

     

This list is not all-inclusive and political candidates may purchase these rotations or design any variation of their 

own (See Classes of Time, Section III). All spots purchased as daypart rotations are immediately preemptible. 

 

XII. SALES PRACTICES THAT AFFECT RATES 

 

In some instances the Station has entered into guaranteed rating point and guaranteed cost per thousand contracts with 

some advertisers.  In the event of under-delivery by the Station to an agreed upon gross rating point delivery, the 

Station would “make good” weight in the quarter following that in which the under-delivery occurred.  As a general 

rule, WECT guarantees its most favored commercial advertisers 90% Actual Ratings delivery against pre-agreed-to 

ratings estimates. Because no “sweeps” books will be published during the pre-election period, the Station cannot 

provide political advertisers with underdelivery make-goods in accordance with its standard practice.   Accordingly, 

the Station has factored a discount into the rates quoted on the attached rate card to compensate Political 

Advertisers for their risk of under-delivery. 

 

XIII. IDENTIFICATION 

 

All ads and programming must comply with the sponsorship identification requirements of Section 317 of the 

Communications Act.  The required sponsorship information must be visible for at least four (4) seconds and appear in 

letters at least four (4) percent of the vertical screen height.  Should candidate ads not contain the proper identification, 

the Station reserves the right to add the appropriate material within the scheduled running time of the political ad at the 

candidate’s expense.  

 

The FCC requires that spots authorized by a candidate or the candidate’s committee contain the following visual 

disclaimer language:  “Paid for (or sponsored) by [name of payor/sponsor].”  If this identification is not included or 

does not meet minimum FCC requirements, the Station reserves the right to add the appropriate sponsorship 
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identification. However, the Station will NOT add time to the length of a spot to accommodate sponsorship 

identification. 

In addition, the FCC requires that federal candidates include in the spot a statement that: 

 identifies the candidate on whose behalf the time was purchased; and 

 states that the candidate approved the spot. 

This requirement may be met with either an un-obscured, full-screen view of the candidate stating this information or 

a voice-over by the candidate accompanied by a clearly identifiable visual image of the candidate, which must be at 

least 80% of the vertical screen height. In addition, a written statement including the same information must appear at 

the end of the spot in a clearly readable manner for a period of at least four seconds. 

To avail itself of the Station’s lowest unit charges, federal candidates or their authorized committees must provide the 

Station, at the time programming is purchased, with a written certification as specified in Section XIV that states 

whether or not the programming refers to another candidate for the same office, and if so, whether the programming 

will contain the foregoing identification requirements. 

 

If a candidate’s sponsored spot airs on the Station and refers to an opposing candidate without including the enhanced 

sponsorship identification, that candidate is not entitled to the Station’s lowest unit rate for that spot or for any spot run 

from that day through the remainder of the pertinent pre-primary or pre-general election window. 

 

XIV. ORDERS (Procedures) 

 

Orders for political time will not be considered firm until the following has been provided: 

 

a) Completed and signed Agreement Form for Political Candidates, Form PB-18.  (The Station also requests that 

all candidates or their agents sign the attached written Acknowledgment of Political Disclosure, and Political 

Inquiry; however, full access and rights will be granted regardless of whether or not the disclosure form is 

signed.)  It is mandatory that the PB-18 form be signed. 

 

b) When doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the candidate is “legally qualified,” as that term is defined by the 

FCC. 

 

c) When doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the purchaser is authorized to buy time for the candidate. 

 

d) Advance payment for ordered time, or qualification for credit, as set forth in Section XV.  

 

e) If a political advertiser does not place his/her order through an advertising agency, he/she is entitled to a 15% 

reduction in the gross time sales amount. 

 

f) When the purchase is made by a corporation, committee (other than a federal candidate’s authorized 

committee), association, or other unincorporated group, a list of the entity’s chief executive committee or 

board of directors must be provided to the Station. 

 

g) Advance orders for schedules of political advertising will be subject to reconfirmation thirty (30) days before 

the start of the schedule. 

 

h) Commercial facilities (tape, film, slides, or copy), along with written instructions for their use, should be 

submitted to the Station as soon as possible to ensure proper airing.  All instructions for airing of spots must 

be in writing.  Any changes to these instructions must be made in writing to the Station (by letter, fax, or e-

mail).  Tape should be received in sufficient time to permit confirmation of compliance with sponsorship 

identification requirements and with broadcast technical standards. (See log deadline schedule below.) 

 

 

i) Failure by a political advertiser to fulfill all requirements in advance of the deadlines may result in the 

failure to air of some or all announcements or programs previously cleared.  WECT is open 8:30 a.m. to 

5:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday.  WECT has not conducted commercial time sales during weekend 
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hours or changed copy during the preceding year and as a result no weekend time sales or weekend copy 

changes are available to political advertisers. 

 

j) Deadlines for all commercial material, time orders, and contract changes are as follows: 
 

Log Deadlines 

Log   Order Deadline  Copy Deadline 

Monday   Thursday, 430P  Friday, 12P 

Tuesday   Friday, 430P  Monday, 12P 

Wednesday  Monday, 430P  Tuesday, 12P 

Thursday  Tuesday, 430P  Wednesday,12P 

Friday   Tuesday, 430P  Thursday, 10A 

Saturday   Wednesday, 430P Thursday, 12P 

Sunday   Wednesday, 430P Friday, 10A 

 

XV. ADVANCE  PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS 

 

Unless a candidate qualifies for credit (see below), payment for political advertising must be received by the Station 

not less than one week before the first spot in a flight is scheduled to run.  For multi-week flights, the Station will 

require payment for only one week of the flight at a time.  However, it will not clear and confirm spots in later weeks of the 

flight until it receives payment for them. Payment must be made in cash, by check, or by money order.  The Station 

permits candidates to use credit cards on the same basis as it permits similarly situated commercial advertisers to use 

credit cards.  

 

The one-week advance payment requirement will not apply to orders placed on or after the Tuesday before the election.  

However, no political advertisement will, under any circumstances, be aired before payment has been received, or 

acceptable credit arrangements have been made, for all applicable time charges. 

 

The Station will evaluate requests from candidates for credit on the same basis as it uses to evaluate such requests from 

similarly-situated commercial advertisers.  In addition, if the candidate's advertising agency accepts full responsibility for 

payment of time charges in writing and qualifies for credit under the standards used by the Station to evaluate credit 

requests from commercial advertisers' advertising agencies, the Station will extend credit to the candidate's agency.  Please 

contact the Station for information. 

 

XVI. PRODUCTION  

 

Station facilities may be utilized for the production of political announcements or programs, subject to available 

production time (rates upon request). 

 

Production charges are handled separately from time charges.  Agencies and/or candidates who schedule production 

time at the Station are required to provide a check for payment of accrued charges following the production session.  

No spots will air, nor will any dubs be ordered, until a check is received for the correct amount.  No Station news 

talent is available for political advertising purposes, on-camera or voice-over. Production time is completed on a first 

come first serve basis and may take 3-7 business days. Production rate card is available upon request. 

 

XVII. POLITICAL FILE 

 
The WECT Political Public File is maintained year-round and open for in-person inspection between 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. EST 

Monday through Friday at 322 Shipyard Blvd. Wilmington, NC. The political portion of this file is updated daily and arranged in a 

manner to make it simple for any candidate to quickly ascertain the disposition of opposing candidates’ request for time.  This 

includes time period purchases, rates, number of units, start and end date, and disposition of advertising schedules.  WECT will 

provide a representative to assist with any questions pertaining to Political File inspections.   

 

Photocopies of any public file material are available at a rate of fifty cents ($0.50) per page. 


